Gender and Climate Change - unflccc the state of being male or female. grammar: one of the categories masculine, feminine, and neuter into which words such as nouns, adjectives, and pronouns Gender - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Gender Inequality Index Gil Human Development Reports Gender - OECD Understanding the relationships between women and men through gender research can illuminate the pathway to sustainable and inclusive economic . Gender - Eldis Some speakers, particularly in informal contexts, use sex and gender synonymously interchangeably. In formal contexts, a distinction is usually made between Eigenfactor: Gender composition of scholarly publications Gender inequality remains a major barrier to human development. Girls and women have made major strides since 1990, but they have not yet gained gender Gender Definition of gender by Merriam-Webster ?The ongoing OECD's Gender Initiative aims to strengthen gender equality in education, employment and entrepreneurship the “three Es” – three key . In the old days, it was simple: Men hunted and women raised the kids. Then we moved out of caves, invented gender studies, and learned a thing or two about Gender IFPRI Latest news and information from the World Bank and its development work on Gender. Access facts, statistics, project information, development research from Gender Initiative - Faculty & Research - Harvard Business School Biological Gender sex includes physical attributes such as external genitalia, sex chromosomes, gonads, sex hormones, and internal reproductive structures. At birth, it is used to assign sex, that is, to identify individuals as male or female. Gender - Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Gender Mainstreaming is a globally accepted strategy for promoting gender equality. Mainstreaming is not an end in itself but a strategy, an approach, a means Women's empowerment and the promotion of gender equality are key to achieving sustainable development. Greater gender equality can enhance economic OSAGI Gender Mainstreaming - the United Nations Gender: WHO health topic page on gender provides links to descriptions of activities, reports, publications, statistics, news, multimedia and events, as well as . Gender Expression/Presentation: The physical manifestation of one's gender. Most transgender people seek to make their gender expression how they look Understanding Gender Gender Spectrum Increasingly gender equality, rooted in human rights, is recognized both as a key development goal on its own and as a vital means to helping accelerate . Gender Home - World Bank Most scholars are well aware that gender representation varies widely among academic fields. By classifying the scholarly landscape using the hierarchical map ?Gender Odyssey Aug 4-7, 2016 Seattle, Washington Gender Odyssey is an annual international conference focused on the needs and interests of transgender and gender-nonconforming people. WHO Gender Gender is the range of characteristics pertaining to, and differentiating between, masculinity and femininity. The Gender Unicorn Trans Student Educational Resources 2.1 mass noun The property in nouns and related words of belonging to a grammatical gender: determiners and adjectives usually agree with the noun in Gender World news The Guardian Gender dysphoria is a condition in which there is a conflict between a person's physical gender and the gender he or she identifies with. For example, a person Gender Data ?UNDP works with partners across the UN system and throughout the world to advance gender equality and the empowerment of women, giving special attention . Gender Summits - Quality Research & Innovation through Equality. Gender Development Index GDI Human Development Reports Gender dysphoria: MedlinePlus Medical Encyclopedia Datablog International gender survey finds Nordic countries most equal in outlook. Women's rights and gender equality in focus Explicit tweets to Junior Gender IPS Inter Press Service News Agency Journalism. Results 1 - 10 of 3515. The role that gender plays in a range of broad development areas. Issues of focus include governance, gender based violence, the gender - definition of gender in English from the Oxford dictionary The Gender Initiative supports research, education, and knowledge dissemination to accelerate the advancement of women leader? gender equality UNDP News on gender and global development covering women in research and science, gender equality and mainstreaming, empowerment and more.